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 "As Full of Grief as Age": King Lear as Tragic Ancestor to No
 Country for Old Men

 Alexander L. Barron

 0 Sir, you are old.
 Nature in you stands on the very verge
 Of his confine (Regan, King Lear II .iv. 139- 141)

 1 always thought when I got older that God would sort of come into
 my life in some way. He didnt. I dont blame him. (Uncle Ellis, No
 Country for Old Men 267)

 In action Sheriff the final in Ed Cormac Tom of his Bell McCarthy's thirteen finds soliloquies himself bleak silently novel that punctuate No observing Country each a for stone episode Old water Men of ,
 action in Cormac McCarthy's bleak novel No Country for Old Men ,
 Sheriff Ed Tom Bell finds himself silently observing a stone water

 trough. The contrast between this quiet moment and what to this point has been
 Bell's turbulent investigation of a horribly botched drug transaction is striking,
 both to the reader and to Bell himself. Remembering that the trough in question
 is constantly kept full by a galvanized metal pipe, Bell begins to make
 inferences about the maker behind such a solidly constructed yet seemingly
 trivial piece of work:

 [T]his man had set down with a hammer and chisel and carved out a
 stone water trough to last ten thousand years. Why was that? What
 was it that he had faith in? It wasnt that nothin would change. Which
 is what you might think, I suppose. He had to know bettern that.
 (306)

 Change, Bell has come to realize, is the only constant. His world is one in
 which the cattle rustlers with whom sheriffs were formerly charged with
 putting to justice now seem almost quaint- having evolved into morally
 bankrupt drug runners and mercenaries. It is a world in which the old men
 identified in the novel's title are doomed to extinction if they fail to adapt to the
 changing times. It is also a world in which, as Bell further realizes, a stone
 trough is worth careful consideration, if only because its concrete shape and
 clear, simple function make it one of an increasingly few dependable, tangible
 entities in his experience.

 The depth of Bell's despondency at the end of the novel- "It was defeat,"
 (306) the third-person narrative succinctly tells us a page earlier- can only be
 as profound as it is because Bell is an old man. His world view, which has
 always hinged on faith in some sort of divine justice and order in the universe,
 now seems hopelessly obsolete and he knows it. Because of his age, because of
 the nature of his crisis of conscience so late in life, and because his general
 outlook has just been inextricably altered from a glimpse directly into the face
 of evil, Bell recalls one of literature's most familiar "old men": King Lear. As
 distant as McCarthy and Shakespeare seem, both chronologically and
 stylistically, the novelist's work has a certain quality that has drawn critics to
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 compare it to some of the behemoths of the Western Literary canon. Critics
 have routinely cited a litany of American novelists as direct influences on
 McCarthy. In a review of McCarthy's 1998 novel Cities of the Plain , New York
 Times reviewer Michiko Kakatuni refers to the author as "a direct descendent

 of Hemingway" (El). Scott Esposito has called him "the heir of that ultimate
 Southern stylist, William Faulkner" (Esposito). In tracing his work's lineage,
 others have gone farther back: Critic Peter Josyph goes as far as to outline a
 connection between McCarthy's 1985 novel Blood Meridian and the epic poem
 Beowulf in his essay "Blood Music," a relationship that Rick Wallach expands
 on in his essay "From Beowulf to Blood Meridian."

 Inevitably, some readers have made the intriguing, if improbable,
 comparison between McCarthy and Shakespeare. In the notes from her 2007
 production of King Lear at the New Jersey Shakespeare Theater, director
 Bonnie J. Monte uses an excerpt from McCarthy's 2006 novel The Road , a
 dark portrait of a father and son's journey through a bleak, post-apocalyptic
 world. The play, she says, is "about a world completely out of balance, awash
 in chaos, and leaderless" (Monte). The same can be said of No Country for Old
 Men , whose ending recalls those of Shakespeare's bloodiest tragedies. The
 similarities between the two pieces- in terms of the hero's central dilemma and
 its tragic implications, as opposed to the surface details of the plot- are more
 than skin deep. Both Lear as king and Bell as sheriff come from positions of
 comfort, in which they are used to justice being predictably upheld. Both have
 to contend with amoral members of the younger generation- Lear with
 Edmund, Cornwall and others, Bell with bounty hunter Anton Chigurh- who
 represent an upheaval of conventional morality. Both, in the end, realize
 exactly what they are up against, and both ultimately acknowledge their defeat
 at the hands of worlds they no longer understand. Lear's journey leads him
 from rage, to insanity, to death with his daughter in his arms, while Bell, having
 been stymied both literally and psychologically at every stage of his pursuit, is
 left only with scant relief provided by dreams of his father.

 The ultimate success of both tragedies hinges on their ability to transcend
 the local situations of their protagonists, in probing and questioning the
 comfortable expectations of the audience itself. Both texts seek to challenge our
 assumptions not only regarding what we believe is supposed to happen within
 their respective literary genres, but about the very nature of order and justice in
 the universe. As we progress through No Country for Old Men , we find that the
 advice Sheriff Bell receives from his Uncle Ellis is equally apropos for the
 reader: "You sign on for the ride you probably think you got at least some
 notion of where the ride's goin. But you might not" (265). In directing the
 course of their respective plots, both McCarthy and Shakespeare are
 determined not to rehash the old familiar routes; only by steering the machinery
 of the text in new, unexpected directions are they able to shake both protagonist
 and reader into new consciousness.

 Since both Shakespeare and McCarthy present protagonists whose
 personal philosophies will, by the end of their respective stories, be shaken at
 the very roots, both authors are deliberate in establishing these philosophies
 early on. In Lear, we quickly see a godlike monarch: a titan in his own court,
 who has gained great success, often, we suspect, by bullying his subordinates.
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 His confident explanation of his plan to divide his land between his three
 daughters- "Meantime we shall express our darker purpose . . . while we
 unburdened crawl toward death" (Li .36-43) -suggests a man comfortable with
 his place in the world, even as his acknowledgment of his age, a slow "crawl
 toward death," betrays some lurking bitterness. His personal theology comes
 into view later in the scene, as he curses his youngest daughter, Cordelia, for
 her refusal to flatter him:

 The truth, then, be thy dower,
 For by the sacred radiance of the sun,
 The mysteries of Hecate and the night,
 By all the operation of the orbs
 From whom we do exist and cease to be,
 Here I disclaim all my paternal care. (I .i. 120- 125)

 We develop a sense here that Lear is not a ruler whose whims, however
 frivolous, are often questioned- and why would they have been? As long as
 Lear aligns himself with the sun, the mystical Greek goddess Hecate, and the
 other heavenly orbs, to challenge his power would be to invoke the wrath of
 higher powers. We see Lear's godlike sense of himself again in his attacks on
 his loyal servant Kent later in the scene. Here he invokes Apollo and Jupiter to
 smite his loyal subject, whose only "crime" is pointing out the king's
 overreaction. In just the first scene, Lear's view of justice, that it is only served
 when it results in his being satisfied, receives its first jolts, in Cordelia and
 Kent's disobedience. But in Lear's overreaction to his daughter's stubbornness,
 and in his appeals to higher powers, we see the behavior of a man who always
 gets his way: a man whose world will be transformed when, at last, the cards
 are not dealt in his favor.

 Sheriff Bell's mental decline is more gradual than Lear's. In keeping with
 McCarthy's minimalist style, which, in accordance with his minimalist style,
 contrasts greatly with the showy conventions of Renaissance drama employed
 by Shakespeare, it occurs subtly, and without Lear's histrionics. Lear, after all,
 is a king, and has been so for as long as anyone can remember, while Bell is the
 humble sheriff of a small town. Perhaps because of his comparatively modest
 profession, Bell is far less arrogant than Lear, and less frustrated by setbacks.
 He throws no Lear-like tantrums after Chigurh eludes his pursuit early in the
 novel. Yet like Lear, he possesses a strong sense of the way he believes things
 are supposed to work. In his first soliloquy, Bell recounts the case of a boy he
 apprehended, who was sent to the gas chamber for the crime of murdering a
 fourteen-year-old girl:

 He was nineteen. And he told me that he had been plannin to kill
 somebody for about as long as he could remember. Said that if they
 turned him out he'd do it again. Said he knew he was goin to hell.
 Told it to me out his own mouth. I dont know what to make ofthat. I
 surely dont. I thought I'd never seen a person like that and it got me
 to wonder in if maybe he was some new kind. (3)
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 To be sure, Bell has encountered criminals in his line of work, many of
 whom, we can only assume, have been lacking in moral character. But there is
 a difference between the old-fashioned, garden variety bank robber and this
 supposed "new kind," represented by the unapologetic nineteen-year-old
 murderer who knows that he is going to hell and responds with aggressive
 apathy. "What do you say to a man that by his own admission has no soul?"
 asks a perplexed Sheriff Bell, trying already to figure out a way to adapt to an
 environment that is becoming increasingly difficult for him to understand.

 Even before the action of the novel, Bell has already begun to sense that
 the rules of the game he has always played- good sheriff captures bad
 robber- are beginning to change. After surveying the massive carnage left in
 the desert after a drug deal gone wrong, Bell expounds on his dilemma to his
 partner, Torbert. In response to Torbert's question, "Who the hell are these
 people?" Bell responds,

 I don't know. I used to say they were the same ones we've always
 had to deal with. Same ones my grandaddy had to deal with. Back
 then they was rustlin cattle. Now they're runnin dope. But I don't
 know as that's true no more. I'm like you. I aint sure we've seen
 these people before. Their kind. I don't know what to do about em
 even. If you killed em all they'd have to build a annex onto hell. (79)

 Again, Bell uses the word "kind" to refer to a new race of criminals so
 morally bankrupt that they will leave the corpses of men and dogs in the desert
 to rot. Indeed, a crime like the one Bell has just investigated makes cattle
 rustling seem fairly innocuous in comparison. Its perpetrators are so motivated
 by a cold, mercenary desire for money that they are apparently willing to lay
 waste to everything and everyone who dares get in the way. The sights Bell has
 seen seem more violent and more viscerally shocking than those that Lear has
 just witnessed. But we have to imagine that, to Lear, the mere spectacle of his
 daughter's disobedience is no less distressing than the gore in the desert is to
 Bell. The "new kind," whether it materializes in the form of a disobedient
 daughter or a nefarious bounty hunter, strikes both aged protagonists in the
 same way: as a disturbing enigma. For Bell, a conversation with Uncle Ellis
 near the end of the novel simultaneously compounds and clarifies this enigma:
 the world that the sheriff is only now beginning to understand is not some new
 phenomenon at all. Immorality and cowardice have always existed, whether or
 not Bell has been fully conscious of them- and more troubling still, Bell's own
 abandonment of his troops during a failed World War II campaign (a memory
 he has kept to himself until this late stage in the novel) has ironically added to
 the chaos of the supposed new world Bell claims not to be able to comprehend.
 Following his confession to Ellis, Bell's ruminations about his lifelong
 environment- "it just seemed to me that this country has got a strange kind of
 history and a damned bloody one too" (204) -finally acknowledge that the
 "new kind" may not be as new as Bell would like to believe.

 Both No Country for Old Men and King Lear are works that take their
 protagonists out of their respective comfort zones and bring them to unsettling
 new places. They succeed as works of fiction because they take their audiences
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 along the same journey. Both works locate themselves early on within familiar
 genres- No Country for Old Men begins as a seemingly familiar chase story,
 which draws its elements from equally familiar western and noir genres, and
 Lear begins in a fairy tale mode- giving readers the impression that they have
 heard these stories before. Much has been made of the fairy tale pattern
 apparent at the beginning of King Lear. Jay Halio, in his introduction to the
 New Cambridge edition of the play, explains:

 Briefly, the love contest with which King Lear opens and which
 appears, mutatis mutandis , in all of the analogues, closely parallels
 the folktale tradition of the rich man or king who asks his daughters
 to tell him how much they love him. (Halio 10)

 According to this paradigm, which would have been familiar to
 Shakespeare's audience, the two oldest daughters acquiesce to their father's
 request by flattering him- as indeed Goneril and Regan do in the first scene of
 Lear- while the third daughter demurs. Halio continues: "The father, enraged,
 disowns his youngest daughter, who then follows her Cinderella-like
 adventures until, married to her prince, she invites her father to the wedding
 feast" (10). We need only imagine an original audience's surprise when, after
 being prepared for Cordelia to go through a series of "Cinderella-like
 adventures," they instead see nothing of her until Act V, in which she is
 ultimately hanged for treason. King Lear 's resemblance to the traditional
 folktale paradigm has all but disappeared by the end of Act I, Scene I, but its
 initial appearance prepares us for a set of expectations which it has no intention
 of delivering. The effect of this dissonance is to confound the audience, and if
 the play achieves its effect, we find that by the time the curtain falls, we have a
 stronger appreciation for Lear's breakdown, seeing pieces of our own
 disorientation within it.

 Early audiences of Lear must have believed they were seeing something
 they had seen before: indeed, at least four versions of the story had been
 produced on London stages prior to Shakespeare's, all with happy endings.
 G.K. Hunter, in an introduction to the play, notes, "Not only Shakespeare's
 predecessors, but also Nahum Tate, who refashioned the play in the form that
 was to hold the English stage from 1681 to 1834, give it a happy ending" (517).
 The contemporary reader of No Country for Old Men may likewise be inclined
 to immediately align the novel with either the genre of the American western or
 the detective novel. Walter Kirn begins his review of the novel in the New York
 Times Sunday Book Review by outlining the traditional parameters of American
 crime fiction. As he does so, we immediately see how well McCarthy's novel
 appears to fit the definition:

 [T]he best American crime fiction relies on a limited number of
 simple ingredients . . .Too much temptation. Too little wisdom. Too
 many bad, weak men. Too few strong, good ones. And spread over
 everything, freedom. Freedom and space. The freedom (perhaps
 illusory) to make poor choices and the space (as real as the highways)
 to flee their consequences- temporarily at least. (Kirn 2)
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 When we pick up the sort of novel Kirn is describing, we are quick to
 differentiate its weak, bad men from its strong, good ones, just as we rush to the
 assumption that by the end of the story, strength will have triumphed over
 weakness, all will have been set right, and protagonist and reader alike will
 have learned a valuable lesson. But as Kirn notes, McCarthy's novel does not
 work in the way we anticipate it will early on:

 Cormac McCarthy's "No Country for Old Men" is as bracing a
 variation on these noir orthodoxies as any fan of the genre could
 expect . . . [It] doesn't bend its genre or transcend it but determinedly
 straightens it back out (Kirn 2).

 Because McCarthy sets his reader up to expect a certain set of outcomes,
 the ending of the novel leaves us as dumbfounded as Sheriff Bell looking into
 the eyes of the nihilistic nineteen-year-old murderer. Llewelyn Moss, whom we
 immediately label the hero of the story, suffers an ignominious and pointedly
 anti-climactic death at the hands of Mexican drug runners, a third party to the
 ongoing cat-and-mouse chase between Moss and Chigurgh, the ostensible
 "good guy and bad guy." The reprehensible Anton Chigurh, meanwhile,
 remains in possession of the stolen drug money at the end of the story, albeit
 after sustaining nearly fatal wounds (no less ignominiously) from an absurdly
 random car crash. Every semblance of justice is conspicuously absent from this
 denouement- which appears to be McCarthy's purpose. By playing on our
 expectations, McCarthy points out the inherent flaws in the expectations to
 begin with. Why should we assume, for example, that Moss will succeed in
 escaping with the money and eluding the chase of Chigurh and the drug
 runners? In the name of realism, is it not just as likely that this resourceful but
 overmatched Vietnam veteran should die in an ambush at a motel, two thirds of
 the way through the novel? This is one of the novel's central questions- and in
 refusing to give his story any sense of poetic justice, McCarthy is, to use Kirn's
 phrase, "straightening out" a genre traditionally brimming with the pat, if
 fulfilling, endings.

 Both Sheriff Bell and King Lear are, essentially, readers who have reached
 old age having read only one type of story, which has always ended the same
 way. Members of the younger "new kind," on the other hand, are not caught in
 the routine of their elders, and are hence more adaptable. Edmund, for example,
 the young bastard son of Lear's friend and advisor Gloucester, proves himself
 to be infinitely more resourceful than Lear early in the play. Fate has not dealt
 Edmund as kind a hand as it has Lear. Although Edmund's father tolerates and,
 at times, appears to value him, he also never allows the Bastard to forget his
 lowly station. We need only witness the unflattering manner in which
 Gloucester introduces his son to Kent in the play's first scene: "[T]he whoreson
 must be acknowledged" (I.i .24). But Edmund quickly shows himself to be a
 resilient schemer- certainly not one to take this kind of treatment lying down.
 By the beginning of the second scene, he has already set in motion a plot that
 will pit his father against his legitimate brother Edgar and pass the family
 inheritance from Edgar to himself. Instead of fecklessly invoking the help of
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 the gods, as Lear does in the first scene, Edmund rejects the traditional higher
 powers- which have done nothing other than to bestow upon him a life of
 mistreatment as a bastard- and turns instead to Nature, whom he deifies as a
 goddess. As a preamble to his plot, he asks rhetorically,

 Wherefore should I

 Stand in the plague of custom, and permit
 The curiosity of nations to deprive me,
 For that I am some twelve or fourteen moonshines

 Lag of a brother? (I.ii.2-6)

 Edmund's argument is a compelling one, as it calls into question the
 arbitrary quality of the very set of rules that have always been a dependable
 constant for Lear. Is it truly fair that twelve or fourteen moonshines, or months,
 should separate Edmund from Edgar, and all of the privilege he enjoys? Is it
 fair that Lear and Edgar, through no inherent virtues of their own, should carry
 the rights of royalty, while Edmund is denied legitimate patrimony? Placed as it
 is, directly following Lear's tirades in the first scene, Edmund's soliloquy
 highlights the contrast between the two characters. We have to strongly doubt
 that Lear has ever asked the questions Edmund is asking now. Based on his
 inability to accept Cordelia's and Kent's disobedience, it seems more likely that
 he has spent his reign in a state of satisfied ignorance, or that he has attributed
 his unquestioned, unchecked power to what he supposes to be his own virtue.
 His daughter Regan, at the end of the first scene, implies as much with a pithy
 comment: "Yet he hath ever but slenderly known himself' (I.i .339-340).
 Edmund, despite his status as a bastard in every sense of the word, does in fact
 know himself, and as a result, is better able to adapt to the specific
 circumstances in which he finds himself. While Lear stubbornly attempts to
 command gods who are not his to command, Edmund has taught himself that
 the only way to gain an advantage is to become the master of his own destiny.
 It should come as no surprise then that by the time we reach Act IV, he has
 been named the new Duke of Cornwall, while Lear is in the throes of a descent
 into madness.

 Edmund is one of the "new kind" because he possesses the ability to
 consider his own world in a novel way. We learn considerably less about Anton
 Chigurh, Sheriff Bell's terrifying nemesis, with whom he actually never shares
 a scene, than we do about Edmund. McCarthy keeps his origins, nationality,
 even at times, motivations, deliberately vague. Even when Moss asks the
 bounty hunter and self-proclaimed Chigurh expert Carson Wells for a
 description of the killer, Wells is at a loss:

 What is he supposed to be, the ultimate bad-ass?
 I don't think that's how I would describe him.

 How would you describe him?
 Wells thought about it. I guess I'd say that he doesn't have a

 sense of humor. (153)

 Though we never learn what factors have led to Chigurh' s lack of humor,
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 we do discover quickly that he has the same proactive tendency as Edmund.
 Within a page of our introduction to Chigurh, he is already overcoming his first
 obstacle of being taken into police custody at a local precinct:

 When [the sheriff] sheriff stood up out of the chair he swung the keys
 off his belt and opened the locked desk drawer to get the keys to the
 jail. He was slightly bent over when Chigurh squatted and scooted his
 manacled hands beneath him to the back of his knees. In the same

 motion he sat and rocked backward and passed the chain under his
 feet and then stood instantly and effortlessly. If it looked like a thing
 he'd practiced many times it was. (5)

 Clearly, this is a man who knows how to respond to roadblocks, and- as
 McCarthy illustrates by describing his actions always with short active verbs,
 "squatted," "scooted," "rocked" -who has no trouble taking swift, immediate
 action without any unnecessary reflection. Again, this episode's place in the
 narrative serves to highlight the contrast between Chigurh, the consummate
 man of action, and Bell, an older man who will continue to be characterized by
 his ruminations instead of his deeds.

 That Chigurh is a man of action has not prohibited him from working out a
 life philosophy, however. Like Edmund, he has developed a darkly rational
 world view which he outlines to those unlucky enough to be drawn into one of
 his existential conversations. Edmund and Chigurh's personal philosophies,
 while not identical, are alike in that they both reject conventional moral
 thought: that is, they both reject the poetic but inadequate myth that Good
 always does, or always ought to, triumph over Evil. As Edmund subscribes to
 the power of Nature, so Chigurh builds his personal outlook on the power of
 Randomness, embodied by the coin, which he carries at all times, and which
 may be seen as an outward expression of the law of Nature. The coin makes its
 first appearance when Chigurh pulls into a filling station and goads the
 proprietor into an uncomfortable conversation. He proposes a coin toss, and
 demands that the proprietor choose a side. (We suspect at this point, and are
 able to confirm later, that the penalty for an incorrect guess will be death.)
 When the man, understandably, balks at this enigmatic and vaguely threatening
 proposition, Chigurh persists:

 Yes you did. You've been putting it up your whole life. You just
 didn't know it. You know what the date is on this coin?

 No.

 It's nineteen fifty-eight. It's been traveling twenty-two years to
 get here. And now it's here. And I'm here. And I've got my hand
 over it. And it's either heads or tails. And you have to say. Call it.
 (56)

 Both the proprietor and, presumably, the reader are inclined to scoff at the
 notion of a cosmic meeting between man and coin. Most of us tend to be
 unsettled at the thought that these types of random encounters may potentially
 have great bearing on our lives. Like Bell, we prefer to believe that virtue is
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 rewarded and evil is punished.
 But Chigurh knows that just as often, rewards and punishments are

 distributed indiscriminately. Chigurh spares this particular man not to reward
 him for any particular virtue, or for his ability to handle himself in this
 conversation, but simply because he has correctly chosen "heads" over "tails."
 As if to demonstrate his own point, Chigurh is critically injured in a random car
 crash at the end of the novel:

 The car that hit Chigurh in the intersection three blocks from the
 house was a ten year old Buick that had run a stop-sign. There were
 no skidmarks at the site and vehicle had made no attempt to brake
 (260).

 We may be tempted to read Chigurh' s fate as poetic justice: some sort of
 divine punishment for his crimes. But given the conspicuous lack of justice in
 every other situation in the novel- just a paragraph earlier, Chigurh has
 murdered Llewelyn's innocent wife- this conclusion still seems unsatisfying.
 It must be, if not more satisfying, then more apt to borrow Chigurh' s cold logic
 to explain the killer's final fate. As he might say himself, the Buick has been
 traveling ten years to get to Chigurh. And now it's here. The powers of
 Randomness and Determinism apply to him just as they do everyone else,
 regardless of the way they happen to view the universe.

 Contemporary audiences are likely to read No Country for Old Men the
 same way Shakespeare's audiences, at any time within the last four hundred
 years, experience King Lear, with a sense of incredulity that grows as the
 works reach their conclusions. We expect a final showdown between heroes
 and villains, between strong and weak. Instead, we get untidy conclusions, in
 which heroes and villains die, always without glory and regardless of whether
 or not we feel the fate fits. Almost no character in either work can be said to get
 what he or she deserves. For an author, writing a work designed in part to
 disabuse an audience of its expectations is a risky proposition and, specifically
 in the case of McCarthy's novel, one that has not always been well received.
 Reviewer Michiko Kakatuni of the New York Times accuses the novel of failing
 to live up to its early promise:

 Cormac McCarthy's latest novel, "No Country for Old Men," gets off
 to a riveting start as sort of a new wave, hard-boiled Western:
 imagine Quentin Tarantino doing a self-conscious riff on Sam
 Peckinpah . . . Intercut with this gripping tale, however, are the
 sheriff's portentous meditations on life and fate and the decline and
 fall of Western civilization. These lugubrious passages . . . gain
 ascendancy as the book progresses and gradually weigh down the
 quicksilver suspense of the larger story (Kakutani El).

 McCarthy's choice to bring his "quicksilver suspense" to a screeching halt
 is unarguably anti-climactic, but it is also intentional, as Jay Ellis implies in his
 more laudatory reading:
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 Everything in this novel seems to have collapsed, or seems headed
 that way. The book's structure seems to collapse, starting with a bang
 into what seems to be one genre that only slides down into another
 (Ellis 225).

 Rather than recreating a story out of Tarantino or Peckinpah, McCarthy
 seems to take us in the direction of a classic modern Western, replete with a
 climactic violent showdown, only to then "collapse" his story, leaving us to
 wonder why we should have ever expected this kind of a neat conclusion in the
 first place. In the same way, Shakespeare begins his version of King Lear with
 a situation his audience already knew from previous Lear s [again, this is a good
 point, but you should probably mention, in your earlier statement, more detail
 about what those earlier Lears were] [I hope this is addressed in my previous
 citation of Hunter.] -but eschews the anticipated comedie ending in favor of a
 great tragic mess. To be sure, there is not much satisfaction or comfort to be
 found in either of these two works, which, superficially, makes their enduring
 popularity a source of puzzlement. But where they decline to offer clear heroes
 and villains, clear punishments and rewards, clear climactic scenes, they both
 offer endings as open and jagged as life itself. And, in Lear and Bell, they offer
 protagonists whose sense of bewilderment at their changing worlds we are,
 more often than not, inclined to share.
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